
English for Key Business Skills will help you communicate successfully either 
internationally company-to-company or within a multinational company.

You can use This book as a resource for business communication or business English 
courses

This book focuses on four key communication skills areas:

  Networking             Presentations             Meetings            Negotiations

This book comprises a book and audio. The book has 12 units. At the back of the book 
there is:

  t e usiness e — additional reference material

  the Audio scripts for the audio recordings

 Unit structure                                                                                                         
Each of the 12 units of English for Key Business Skills is divided into two parts.

Part A contains these sections:

  Aims — This sets out the objectives for both Parts A and B of the unit.

   Quiz — This raises self-awareness about the topic and introduces the communication 
skills focus for both Parts A and B of the unit.

   rie ng — This presents the communication skills for Part A.

    Listening — This gives you the opportunity to listen to a conversation, presentation, 
meeting or negotiation that shows you how to use the communication skills you have 
read about in the Brie ng. 

    Business practice — This presents the key language and provides speaking and 
vocabulary practice based on the communication skills. 

   Business cu ture — This provides information on how the communication skills  
you have learned may differ in different international situations. 

Part B contains these sections:

   Brie ng — This presents the communication skills focus for Part B.

   Listening — This gives you the opportunity to listen to a conversation, presentation, 
meeting or negotiation that shows you how to use the communication skills you have 
read about in the Brie ng. 
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   Business practice — This presents the key language and provides speaking and 
vocabulary practice based on the communication skills. 

   Business writing — This provides presentation and practice of writing tasks associated 
with the unit topic.

   Key takeaways — This is a re ective section to help you record what you have learned 
and how you will use it in the future.

   Business e — This section at the back of the book provides you with additional 
reference material for the Business culture and Business writing parts in some of the units.

 Business P us  approach                                                                                             
This book uses the ‘Business Plus’ approach that teaches you international business skills 
AND provides you with the language you need. An important part of this approach is the 
teaching and practice of the set phrases which international managers use all the time in 
international communication. The Business practice sections in the book contain these 
phrases together with audio support so that you can listen and repeat and become uent  
at using these phrases.

 Powered by COBUILD                                                                                                  
Words or phrases in English for Key Business Skills that were felt too advanced for 
intermediate B1  learners have been glossed using the de  nitions from the Collins 
COBUILD Advanced Learner’s Dictionary.

 Study tips                                                                                                                      
   Each unit takes about two hours — one hour per part. Take regular breaks and do not  
try to study for too long. Thirty minutes is a sensible study period.

   egu ar study is better than occasional intensive study.

   Read the unit through rst to get an overview without doing any e ercises. This will help 
you see what you want to focus on.

   Put the audio tracks on your mobi e phone so you can listen to the conversations as  
many times as you need to and do the activities on your way to work or when you are  
out and about.

   Try to nd someone with whom you can practice your English, either face-to-face,  
over the phone or online using a webcam.

   Make sure you complete the Key takeaways section and refer to it regularly. It will 
remind you of what you have found useful, and how and when you intend to apply it.
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Con t e n t s

1

2

Part

Part

 Unit 1   Introductions  8
A How to introduce yourself 
B How to describe your current project

 Unit 2   Listening  16

A Active listening — the key to networking 
B Using F.A.C.E.

 Unit 3   Sma  Ta k  24

A How to start a conversation 
B How to avoid causing offence

 Unit 4   Presentation Organization  34

A How to structure your presentation 
B How to deal with questions and interruptions

 Unit 5   Preparation and De i ery  42

A How to prepare 
B Joint presentations.

 Unit 6   Presentation Sty e  50

A Presentation delivery techniques 
B  Voice and visuals

Introduction  2
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3

4

Part

Part

 Unit 7   Running a Success u  Meeting  60

A Setting the agenda 
B Taking the minutes and keeping control

 Unit 8   Participating in Meetings  68

A Making your point in meetings 
B Giving your opinion

 Unit 9   Con erence Ca s  76

A Taking part in telephone conference calls 
B Taking part in videoconference calls

 Unit 10   Internationa  Negotiation  86

A  Presenting your organization at the beginning  
of a negotiation 

B The ve stages of a negotiation

 Unit 11   Negotiation Sty es  94

A Preparing and e ploring 
B Proposing and bargaining

 Unit 12   C osing the Negotiation  102

A Reaching an agreement 
B Dealing with last-minute problems

u in i dditiona r nc at ria   110

udio cri t   119
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Y N

1 I’m good at small talk in my own 
language.

2 I’m good at small talk in English.

3 I think the social aspect of doing business 
is very important.

4 I think small talk wastes time before and in 
meetings. I prefer to get down to business 
straight away.

5 I enjoy talking to people outside business 
meetings.

6 I prefer listening and observing to talking.

7 I nd it dif cult to choose things to talk 
about when socializing in English.

8 I know what to talk about and what not to 
talk about when socializing in English.

Aims
 o to nd t in to ta a out it
di r nt o

 arn a a ta or at t at or
 arn o to a oid ta in a out t in
t at can cau o nc

 arn a out t cu tura au t in t at
di id o

 o to rit a tt r o a o o a t r
cau in o nc

3 Unimportant details can pave (open) the way to close relationships.
—— Peter Menzies

Quiz                                                                    
Small talk describes the conversations you have when you are not talking business. It is the 
conversations before the meeting, in the staff restaurant, or around the water cooler.

o ou a r or di a r it t tat nt ic Y Y or No N  

How to start a conversationA
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You want to know more about the person you are dealing with but you don’t want to cause 
offence. Are there neutral questions you can ask?

‘Get to know Jo’ is an e ercise to help you nd out more about the people you meet 
without causing offence. There are si  questions. If you ask them and follow up their answers 
with other questions, it will help you understand more about the background of the person 
you are dealing with.

ri nri n

It is important to get to know people personally. This 
is often the best way to build a good relationship and 
trust. The best time to do this is often outside the 
meeting, over coffee, or at mealtimes.

What you talk about is important. When you deal with 
other cultures there is a danger that you may cause 
offence. You may say the wrong thing, be too personal, 
or ask something that is OK in your culture but not in 
theirs.

In addition, you may ask questions that t cultural 
stereotypes. You may  people wrongly in a traditional 
cultural image that your country has of them. It is important to see the people you deal 
with as people, not as representatives of a cultural stereotype. How can you do this?

Recognize that everyone has different areas of e perience. These in uence the way they are.  
The ve main areas of e perience are:

What is important is not just the questions but the follow-up questions you can ask because of 
what you learn from the answers to the rst questions. Notice that we have asked questions about 
country, region, work, and travel. In many countries people prefer you not to talk about family 
and social background. That may be too personal.

 National experience — the country they come from

 Regional experience — the area in the country they come from

 Professional experience —  the work or studies they have done and the organizations where 
they have worked

 Social experience — their e perience of working in different organizations

 Personal experience — education and travel

National experience Where are you from?

Regional experience
What part of (country) are you from?
What’s it like there?

Professional experience Where did you work before you worked here?

Social experience How was your last job different?

Personal experience Have you traveled or studied abroad?
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1

2

3

4

5

ListeningListening

1⃞  Listen to five conversations and decide which type of experience they are about.

2⃞    Listen again to the five conversations and note down the follow-up questions. 
What other questions could you use as follow-up questions in these five conversations? 
Think about additional questions you might like to ask.

Business practiceBusiness practice

1⃞  Listen and repeat these questions.

National experience Where are you from?

Where do you come from?

Do you mind my/me asking where you are from?

Regional experience What part are you from?

What’s special about your region?

Professional experience What did you do before you came here?

How long have you worked here?

When did you start work here?

Social experience How is this job different to/from your last one?

Personal experience Do you have a holiday booked for this summer?

Have you been to Morocco before?

Where did you go to college?

Nationa  e perience egiona  e perience Pro essiona  e perience

ocia  e perience Persona  e perience
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2⃞  Test yourself. Cover the sentences opposite and then complete these sentences.

1 Do you  my asking where you are from?

2 What’s  about your region?

3 How  have you worked here?

4 What did you do  you came here?

5  you been there before?

6 How is this job different  your last one?

3⃞  You are in a taxi with a new colleague.  
Ask questions to keep the conversation going. 
Then listen to the model conversation.

You: Ask about nationality.

Colleague: I’m British. From Scotland, actually.

You: Show interest. Ask what part.

Colleague:  �’m from �berdeen� �t’s in the east of 
�cotland�

You: Ask what is special about it.

Colleague:  Oh, it’s the oil capital of Scotland. It’s the center of oil and gas drilling  
in the �orth �ea� �’m working there now�

You: Show interest. Ask what your colleague did before this job.

Colleague: Oh, before that I was at university in Edinburgh. I taught engineering.

You: Ask how it was different.

Colleague:  Well, I was teaching students. Mainly Scottish. Now I’m working with oil and gas 
engineers from all over the world — especially from the US.

You: Ask if your colleague has traveled a lot.

Colleague:  Yes, a lot. Too much really. I was in Me ico last week and Indonesia the week 
before. It’s e hausting.

Business cultureBusiness cultureBusiness culture

Icebreakers are topics that most people like to talk about� �hey may include sport, weather, 
families, or general business� �hey are ways of �breaking the ice’ in a relationship�
However, it is also important to be sensitive to topics that different nationalities often prefer to 
avoid� We call these ice-makers� Discussing them makes the other person reluctant to talk to you�
Unfortunately, topics that are icebreakers in your country may be ice-makers in somebody else’s
�ook at the list of topics on page 111� Which ones are icebreakers or ice�makers for you? �dd 
notes to the table�
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Brie ngBrie ng

�n the Business culture section on page 27 we looked at icebreakers and ice-makers� Here we 
look at the cultural fault lines that can divide people from different societies�

In international business there are a number of sensitive areas that may be dif cult to discuss. If you 
need or have to cross a cultural fault line, you must do so with great sensitivity. If you do not do so, 
you may offend your business partner and cause a breakdown in the working relationship�
�n international business these are the main cultural fault lines to think about� 

If you are visiting a country, it is important to nd out about the cultural fault lines before you 
visit and to be sensitive when talking with people from that country�

ListeningListening

1⃞  Sonia is at a conference party in a foreign country and is chatting to a local delegate. 
Listen and decide. Which fault lines does she cross?

How to avoid causing offenceB

  �eligious differences in a country

  �ensions between different language communities

  �egional differences

  �olitical differences

  Differences in economic status

  Differences in social status

  Historical rivalry with neighboring countries

  Differences in the status of men and women

 Glossary 

� fault line in geology 
describes the plates of the 
surface of the earth� When 
they move, they can cause 
volcanoes, tsunamis and 
earthquakes. In a culture, 
fault lines can cause tension 
and con ict.

1 �eligious differences in a country

2 �ensions between different language communities

3 �egional differences

4 �olitical differences

5 Differences in economic status

6 Differences in social status

7 Historical rivalry with neighboring countries

8 Differences in the status of men and women
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2⃞  Listen again to Sonia’s conversation with the delegate. Answer these questions.

1 Does Sonia use any e pressions to show she is sensitive to  
the cultural fault lines she crosses?

2 �n your opinion was �onia diplomatic enough in her �uestions?

3 �n your opinion was the local delegate diplomatic in his answers?

4 �t the end of the conversation do you think the delegate  
wanted to continue or nish the conversation?

Business practiceBusiness practice

1⃞  Listen and repeat these sentences.

How to ask about sensitive 
subjects

Do you mind if � ask you about the political situation?

Would you mind if � asked you about the social problems here?

�ould � ask you a delicate �uestion?

How to avoid dif cult or 
sensitive subjects

�’d rather not discuss it if you don’t mind�

If you don’t mind, I’d prefer not to talk about it.

Can we change the subject?

How to agree to talk about 
a sensitive subject

�ot at all� �o ahead�

�eel free�

�o problem� What would you like to know?

How to apologize if you 
raise a sensitive area in 
conversation

�’m sorry if � said the wrong thing�

�’m sorry� � didn’t mean to cause offence�

I’m afraid I may have caused offence. If so, I’m sorry.

2⃞  Test yourself. Cover the sentences above and then complete these sentences.

1  you mind if � asked about the position of women in your company?

2  you mind if I ask about the ghting in the north?

3 �f you don’t  , I’d rather not talk about the political situation.

4 �’m  if � said the wrong thing�

5 �o  �

6 �an we change the  ?
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3⃞  You are having a drink with John, a business partner, after work and need to find out 
the answers to some questions that you know may cross a cultural fault line.  
Ask the questions to find out what you need to know sensitively. Then listen to  
the model conversation.

You: Ask John if you can ask about a sensitive subject, the political situation.

John: �eel free� What would you like to know?

You:  Ask John your follow-up question. You have heard 
that the president’s brother is a paid consultant of 
John’s company.

John: Ah, I’d rather not discuss that if you don’t mind.

You: Apologize for asking the question.

John: Don’t worry about it�

You: Say you’d like to ask another question.

John: �o on�

You: Ask where you and John are having dinner tonight.

John: �hat’s much easier to answer�

Business writingBusiness writing

�ometimes you need to write an email or letter to apologi�e for a mistake you have made if you 
have caused offence� How do you do it? �emember these four steps of apology�

Writing task

1⃞   Read the email on the next page and answer these questions.

1 What was the invitation?

2 What does the visitor think he may have done wrong?

3 What is normal in his country?

4 What does he think may not be normal in his host’s country?

5 How does he apologi�e?

6 What does he want to do in the future?

Paragraph 1 Pleasure �ay it was a pleasure to see the person�

Paragraph 2 Problem Describe the problem�

Paragraph 3 Explanation and apology E plain and apologize for any rudeness.

Paragraph 4 Intention �ay what will happen in the future�

1� 

“I’m sorry.”
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Topic Takeaway Implementation 
strategy — How?

Implementation time 
frame — When?

Understand the ve key areas 
of cultural e perience

�������������������
�����������

����������� �������������� ���
����������

���������������������������
����� �����

���������������������������
�����

�������������������������
�����������������������������

y yKKey takeawaysKey takeawaysKey takeawaysKey takeaways
Write down the things you will take away from Unit 3 and how you will implement them.
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������������������������������������ ,

����������������������������������������������������������� �������������������������������
���������� ��������������������� ����

���� ���������������������������� ������� �������������������������������������������������
your wife and family. Please e cuse me if I did.

It is normal, as you know, to ask about partners and families in my country and I just did 
������� �������������������������� �������������������������������������������� �������������
���������������������������������������

�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������

Regards,

��� ���

2⃞  Now write a similar email based on a situation where you think you may have 
caused offence.
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